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One quote containing alliteration from Beowulf is: I have never felt fear, as a youth I fought in endless battles, I am old now, But I will fight again, seek fame still, If the dragon hides in its tower dare to face me. This verse is spoken by Beowulf. In this quote, repeated use of the letter F creates a powerful
and aggressive tone. Beowulf is an ancient English epic poem written by an anonymous Anglo-Saxon poet, and it is often mentioned as one of the most important pieces in ancient English literature. It contains 3,182 alliterative long lines. In the poem, Beowulf is a hero who slays a monster called Grendel
and becomes king. A stanza is a fundamental unit of structure and organization within a work of poetry; the word is derived from the Italian stanza, which means room. A stanza is a group of lines, sometimes arranged in a particular pattern, usually (but not always) away from the rest of the work through
empty space. There are many forms of stanzas, ranging from stanzas without patterns or discernible rules to stanzas that follow very strict patterns in terms of number of syllables, rhyme schemes and line structures. The stanza is like a piece in a prose work in that it is often detached, and expresses a
unified thought or a step in a progression of thoughts that together to present the theme and subject of the poem. In some sense, a stanza is a poem in the poem, a piece of the whole that often mimics the overall structure of the work so that each stanza is the poem itself in miniature. Observing poetry
that does not break up in stanzas, which consist of lines of similar rhythm and length, is known as stichic verse. Most empty verse is stichic in nature. couplet: a couplet is a couple of lines that form a single rhyming stanza, although there is often no space setting couplets away from each other: A little
learning is a dangerous thing;Drink deeply, or don't taste Pierian spring (An essay on criticism, Alexander Pope) Tercet: Like a couplet, the tercet is a stanza consisting of three rhyming lines (the rhyme system can vary , some tercets will end in the same rhyme, others will follow an ABA rim system, and
there are examples of extremely complex tercet rhyme systems like the terza rima system where the middle row of each tercet rhymes with the first and last line of the ensuing stanza): I wake up to sleep, and take my wake slow. I feel my destiny in what I can't fear. I learn by going where I have to go.
(The Wake, Theodore Roethke) Quatrain: Probably what most people think of when they hear the word stanza, a quatrain is a set of four lines, usually set off of empty space. Quatrains usually contains discrete images and thoughts that contribute to the whole. Every poem Emily Dickinson wrote was
constructed by quatrains: Because I couldn't stay for Death –He stayed kindly for me –The carriage held but only ourselves –And immortality. ( Because I could not stop for death, Dickinson) Rhyme Royal: En Rim Royal Royal a stanza consisting of seven rows with a complex rhyme scheme. Rhyme
Royals are interesting because they are constructed from other stanza shapes—for example, a Rhyme Royal can be a tercet (three rows) combined with a quatrain (four lines) or a tercet combined with two couplets: There was a roar in the wind all night; The rain came heavily and fell in floods; But now
the sun is rising calm and bright; The birds sing in the remote forest; Over his own sweet voice the Doves; Jayen makes answers like magpie chatter: And all the air is filled with pleasant noise of water. (Dissolution and Independence, William Wordsworth) Ottava rima: A stanza composed of eight lines of
ten or eleven syllables using a specific rhyme system (abababcc); sometimes used more as a Rhyme Royal with an ironic or subversive eighth row as in Byron's Don Juan: And oh! if e'er I should forget, I swear –But it is impossible, and can not be -Sooner, this blue sea shall melt into air,Sooner the earth
shall settle to sea,Than I resign bile image, Oh, my just! Or think of something, except you; A mind sick no cure can be physic –(Here the ship gave a trick, and he became seasick.) (Don Juan, Lord Byron) Spenserian Stanza: Developed by Edmund Spenser specifically for his epic work The Faerie
Queene, this stanza consists of eight rows of Iambic pentameter (ten syllables in five pairs) followed by a ninth row of twelve syllables: A gentle knight was dotting on the plain,Ycladd in mighty armer and silver shielde,Wherein old dints of deepe wounds made remaine ,The cruell markes of many a bloody
fielde; Yet armes until that time he never did swing: His angry steed did chide his frothy bit,So much disdaying to the curbe to give: Full jolly knight he appeared, and faire did his one for knightly jousts and encounters fierces fitt. (The Faerie Queene, Edmund Spenser) Note that many specific forms of
poems, such as the sonnet or villanelle, consist mainly of a single stanza with special rules of structure and rhyme; for example, a traditional sonnet is fourteen rows of iambic pentameter. Stanzas serve several functions in a poem: Organization: Stanzas can be used to convey specific thoughts or
images. Rim: Stanzas allow internal, repeated rhyme systems. Visual presentation: Especially in modern poetry, stanzas can be used to control how a poem appears on the page or screen. Transition: Stanzas can also be used to shift in tone or imagery. White Space: White space in poetry is often used
to convey silence or. Stanzas allow creative use of the white space. Each poem is, in a way, composed of smaller poems that are its stanzas—which in turn could be said to consist of smaller poems that are the lines within each stanza. In other words, in poetry, there are poems all the way down. Beowulf
is the oldest surviving epic poem in English and the earliest part of popular European literature. Perhaps the most question readers have is what language Beowulf was written in originally. The first manuscript was written in the Language of the Saxons, Old English, also known as Anglo-Saxon. Since
then, the epic poem has been estimated to have been translated into 65 languages. But many translators have struggled to maintain the flow and alliteration present within the complex text. Little is known about this famous epic poem's origins, unfortunately. Many believe that Beowulf may have been
composed as an elegy for a king who died in the seventh century, but little evidence suggests who that king may have been. The funeral rites described in the epic show a great resemblance to the evidence found at Sutton Hoo, but too much is still unknown to form a direct connection between the poem
and the cemetery. The poem may have been composed as early as about 700 C.E. and developed through many retellings before it was finally written down. Regardless, who the original author may have been is lost to history. Beowulf contains many pagan and folkloric elements, but there are undeniable
Christian themes as well. This dichotomy has led some to interpret the epic as more than one author's work. Others have seen it as a symbol of the transition from paganism to Christianity in early medieval Britain. The extreme delicacy of the manuscript, the perceived two separate hands as inscribed the
text, and the total lack of clues to the identity of the author make a realistic determination difficult at best. Originally without a name, in the 19th century the poem was eventually called its Scandinavian hero, whose adventure is its primary focus. While some historical elements run through the poem, the
hero and the story are both fictional. The only manuscript of Beowulf dates back to about the year 1000. Handwriting style reveals that it was inscribed by two different people. Whether either printer ornate or changed the original story is unknown. The earliest known owner of the manuscript was the 16th-
century scholar Lawrence Nowell. In the 17th century, it became part of Robert Bruce Cotton's collection and is therefore known as Cotton Vitellius A.XV. The manuscript is now in the British Library, but in 1731 the manuscript received irreparable damage in a fire. The first transcription of the poem was
made by the Icelandic scholar Grímur Jónsson Thorkelin in 1818. Since the manuscript has lapsed further, thorkelin's version is highly appreciated, but its accuracy has been questioned. In 1845, the manuscript pages were mounted in paper frames to save them from further damage. This protected the
pages, but it also covered some of the letters around the edges. In 1993, the British Library initiated the Electronic Beowulf Project. Using special infrared and ultraviolet lighting techniques, the covered letters as electronic images of the manuscript were made were revealed. Beowulf is a fictional prince of
geats of Sweden coming to Denmark to help King Hrothgar to free his amazing hall, Heorot, from a terrible monster called Grendel. The hero fatally wounds the creature, fleeing the hall to die in his lair. The next night, Grendel's mother comes to Heorot to avenge her offspring and kill one of Hrothgar's
men. Beowulf tracks her down and kills her, then returns to Heorot, where he receives major awards and gifts before returning home. After running the Geats for half a century in peace, Beowulf must face a dragon that threatens his country. Unlike his previous battles, this confrontation is terrible and
deadly. He is abandoned by all his keepers except his relative Wiglaf, and although he defeats the dragon, he is mortally wounded. His funeral and a lament end the poem. Much has been written about this epic poem, and it will certainly continue to inspire scientific investigation and debate, both literary
and historical. For decades, students have undertaken the difficult task of learning Old English in order to read it in their original language. The poem has also inspired new creative works, from Tolkien's Lord of the Rings to Michael Crichton's Eaters of the Dead, and it will probably continue to do so for
centuries to come. Originally written in old English, the first translation of the poem into Latin was by Thorkelin, in connection with his transcription of 1818. Two years later, Nicolai Grundtvig made the first translation into a modern language, Danish. The first translation into modern English was made by
J.M. Kemble in 1837. In total, it is estimated that the epic poem has been translated into 65 languages. Since then there have been many modern English translations. The version made by Francis B. Gummere in 1919 is out of copyright and freely available on several websites. Many newer translations,
in both prose and verse form, exist today. Today.
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